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Despite the investment of huge amounts of time and
effort, -the question al the real utility of research
on teaching still remains an enigma. This paper
explores some of the reasons why research on
teaching has not-been extensively incorpovted into
classfootn practice. .C,onsideration is given to a
more plausible technique involving the collabora-
five endeavours of teachers. principals and out-
siders. (Ed.)

RESEARCH ON TEACHING: WHAT'S IN IT
FOR ME?

W. John Smyth

INTRODUCTION

A Matter that has long intrigued and worried me
(and others. 'see Fenstermacher. 1979) is what
happens- to research on teaching once it is fin
shed? This question is analogous to the small

child who asked of his father. "Daddy, where does
the. snow go after It melts?" (Fenstermacher. 19801
If only the answer to, the educational question we're
as clear and simple!

Searching for an answer to this perplexing question
I came across a delightful fairytale by FFsirders
(1976,) that warrants repeating;

Once upon a time a' persistent education re-
searcher worked very hard 'for long hour and
dIsCovered many differences between the fect-
ivanteachers who were good and Je ctive
teachers who were bad. As he diledver each
differehce, he ran to' the professors of education
and to them all about It with great excitement.
The professors, of course, were overjoyed and not
only included this new knowledge In their curri.
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cula for beginning teachers, but incorporated it
into their own teaching methods. As a result,
better leachers taught boys and girls to become
better citizens and everyone lived happily ever
after (p. 167).

Flanders cites this fairytale to illustrate that those
directly involved in research -on teaching confid-
ently believe that in the long-run their activities
will lead to an improvement in the, education of
children. He goes, on to say: "the discrepancies
between this fairytale and the real world are so
glanng, a cynic could go on for hours, hardly
knowing where to begin" (p. 167).

The purpose of the present paper is threefold,
Firstly; to uncover some of the reasons why
research on teaching has had such a limited impact
on classroom practice, -secondly, in the light of
what we know about the limited -use of research
findings, to suggest some alternative uses that
appear more productive; and firially, to Indicate the
Implications for educational practice, I shall not be
concemdraWall with reporting o the large and
expandipg volume of actual findins from, research
on teachihg. Excellent reviews exist elsewhere
(Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Godd, 1979; Peterson &
Walberg, 1979; Hogben, 1980; Power, 1979).

THE PROBLEM
1

Power ,(1979) argues that the major problem with
educational reform in the past has been Its sed-
uctive natwa. He likens the activities of edu-
cational researchers to those of gypsies. Accord-
ingly, "gypsies are nomads on the fringe of society
who .earn their keep by telling fortunes, selling
trinkets, and who, If legend .has It right, seduce
virgins" (p. 3), So it Is too with educational
researchers!
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Ze of the most seductive, masterful and damaging
petrations of these would-be reformers of the

educational enterprise has come in the form of the
Research, Developm*t and Dissemination (RDD)
model of educationa0 change (Havelock, 1969),
Borrowed from agtaculture this model had wide
currency in educational circles in the decades of
the 60's and 70's. It was based on the logical
belief that research should be conducted by aca-
demic's knowledgeable about (buCnot Involved in)
claslroom teaching; that subsequent research
findings be used to develop educational materials
and products (via curriculum experts), and that
appropriate agencies be created to aisseminate
these packages to eager and willing classroom
teachers.

Tikunoff, Ward & Griffin (1980) indicate the
RD & D model to have been seriously flawed in a
number of important respects. Firstly, the function's
bf RD & D were conceived and carried out sep-
arately in persorrs not actually Involved in class-
room teaching. As a result, research frequently
focussed on questions that were irrelevant to
teachers. Secondly.- where important and relevant
findings did emerge they were often couched in

language` that was unintelligible to teachers,
Thirdly, teachers were regarded as consumers" of
research, rather than as partneTS in improving
teaching/learning (c.f. ChNttenden & Bussis, 1979),
Finally, betause of the separateness of the RD &
D steps, the entire process involved a time lag of
up to 10 years,

Quite apart from the problems of the RD & D model.
there are still formidable difficulties in closing the
gap between what research on teaching suggests.
and actual classroom practises.

The problem, at least I

faceted one. According to
is a mufti

Australian teachers land overseas teachers for
that matter) are by and large not in close contact
with educational research, and rareir attempt
deliberately to Implement particular research
findings in their day-to-day teaching. . .teachers
tend not ito belong to strong academic/profe-
ssional associations and tend not to subscribe to
research journals. Their main contact with re-

' seerth and Its application is likely. to be an
indirect one, through the adoption and use of new
standardized tests, curriculum materials, and the
like, some of. which have a strong research and
theoretical base (p. 56),

Hogben suggests three reasons for the poArack-
record in converting educational research Into
classroom practice. Firstly, teachers tend to est-
ablish life-long teaching' styles early in their
careers, with pre-service training having little
impact. They tend.to model themselves on teachers
they come in contact With.dthing4helr first years
of teaching, or according to teachers who taught
them when they were students. Secondly, there is,
little ipcentive built into the structure of teaching
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to induce teachers into becoming familiar with
research findings, or indeed to attempt implemen-
*hon. "The reward system in few schools in fact
recognizesthis sort of teacher behaviour" (p. 57),
Teaching committments 'and administrative work-
loads militate against it as well. Finally, tethers
tend to view research as 'distant and largely
irrelevant, and as offering them little to make their
teaching more effective and their work day more
pleasant and rewarding" (p, 57).

in a quaint, abeit hypothetical, scenario -Stenhouse
(1978) Aces himself; In the situation of a teacher
seeking'fo improve his classroom practice by using
research findings. Having by chance located an
unpubltshed research report which addressed his
particular problem (proven alternative ways of
teaching a unit on race relations) end understood ,
the implications of pre-andpost-tests, nontanciorn-
ness of sampling, the means, standard deviations
and significance levels, Stenhouse (as able to
arrive at an informed decision about introducing
the, results of ifitS research ,into his classroom
teaching.

,

While .the circumstance descnbed by Stenhouse is
laudable and praiseworthy. it is unfortunately far
removed frorn reality. For starters, teachers are
generally not skillful at locating research litera
ture nor in -interpreting it once located. One teacher
;Muir, 1977), conve.rsant with research methodology.
was recorded as-Saying. Sure, l'am impressed, but
not as informed es I would be if the lanehoge were
somewhat more directed towards pract sing tea- -
:.-hers' rather Akan statistical researchers" (p.65).

Given current reward structures and the dfritnished
prospects of romotion and advancement within
schools, the even bigger and as yet unanswered
question, is.' why. bother?" Speaking of her ex'.-
perrences as a classrodm teacher who decided to I
implement pome of the findings from researcp on

. teaching, Mulr (1977) said: "My old system had
worked lust fine ev ryone was happy, including
children, parents, nistration, and the results
on tests were abov average. ry change?" (p. 62)
Her conclusion s id it all: 'It. Is indeed a fascin-
ating eperienc to tear your classroom into shreds
and glen sag how long It takes to put it back to-
gether again" (p. 51).

Available evidence (Lrebernian,- 1980; Smyth &
Strachan, 1981) does suggest teachers are prepared
to become Involved in the Implementation of re-
search findings if they-can see that there is some-
thilig in It for them. This means. ensuring that
adequate provision len-jade for teachers to obtain
feedback on _how-Implementation Is proCeedInq, as
well as satistylng the conditions of Doyle &
,Ponder(1976) of ensuring that; (I) the behavioural
changes areispecific, (II) teacherVare convinced
that the changes don't conlict tth their percep-
tionwof role, and. (III) rothe ppoed changes are
cost-effective In terms of teaci)er time and energy.

To summarize: the RD.& D of educational
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change with its implicit View of change being
imposed from "outside", has done a disservice to
the cause of implementing,findings from research
on teaching in 'classrooms. Furthermore, not only
are teachers not habitual or avid readers, of re-

, search literature, but they tend to defer more to'
colleagues. For the-most part the research litera-
ture is fragmented, difficult to locate, hard to Inter-
pret in operational terms, and impersonal. to say
nothing of the conflicting nature of the evidrce
which sometimes applies to particular grade'levels,
with certain types of students, is specific subject
matter.

The apparent inherent inability of research on
teaching to improve. teaching practice was summed
up by Stenhous9 (1978) It is as if our society
had a sizeabre community of virtuoso structural
engineers, and yet its bridges kept*falling down"
(p. 1). The question of how" teachers sjand to
gain from research on teactling needs to be looked
at in a different context.

SOME ANSWERS

Gagne s (1980) rattler surprising answer to the
question of the best way to get research into
schools, . . .is to put it there" (p. 6). He ex-
plains this tautology by arguing for the need to
Interpret research' not as a finished product.
but rather as a set of techniques and procedures to
be used by teachers to identify problems and test
out alternative solutions and strategies, This
interpretation radically alters the status of the

main participants. Instead of having research
done on them" or for them' by outside experts,

teathers become partners working In a collaborative
and interactive way .%J.,tD outsiders. Tie emphasis
is upon identifying problems meaningful to the
teacher, collecting data that bear upon .them, and
6uggesting possible,"hypotheses' 'la be testecrout
and monitored in the on-going classroom (Smyth,
1980a). This turns the traditional View of the
utility of research findings, on Its head( According
to Good & Power (1976):

. .generalizations about teaching derived fon
research act as guiles to assessing the likely
consequences of alternative strategleein com-
plex educational situations. Such generalizations
mist nece§sarily be indeterminate since they
cannot predict precisely what will happen in a
particular case. But this does not decrease their
value for the teacher. he Is not interested in est-
ablishing general laws (p. 47).

While not suggesting that this "clinical" (Fisher
& Berliner, 1979) or idiographic view of research
on teaching should necessarily supplant or totally
replace conventional research, It does offer a

valuable 'and informative alternative to complement
existing research strategies.

Fenstermricher (1980) presented three suggestions
on how teachers might gain from research on
teaching. Firstly, the findings can be used to
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formulate "rules" or conclusive statements to be
applied directly ih classroom situatiors. Apart
from the problem of converting findings into rules,
their Imposition is likely` to be harmful ro teachers'
self-concept as professionals. Secondly, findings
may be used as a source of hypotheses to be

Mailed experimentally by teachers in their clasi-
rooms.: In researching their own practice teachers
would be required to weigh up the
collected In their uniqUe situations,, with findings
from conventional research. It woild be as a con-
sequence of this that teachers would decide whe-
ther or not to initiate change, Finally, findings

much r sense of providing teachers with a
from re on teaching could be used in the

uch ¢
language to describe situations and hence grasp a
fuller understanding` of their meaning and sig-
nificance. What this really amounts t8, is the
development of ''schemata" or ways of seeing
phenomena.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRINCIPALS
1

How school pringipais can or should make use of
findings from research on teaching is a moot
point. Some argue that such matters should not be
the concern of the principal he should get on
with the lob of "running the school". Others argue
that being an instructional leader Is what the
principalship is all about. We could debate at
length the merits of an active versus a facilitative
form of involvement by principals in the classroom -
based professional development of their teachers.
My own biases (Smyth, f980b) favour an "active".
involvement by principals in this matter'

Whether lorincipals choose to regard research find
ings as rules", or treat them as "evidence"
or 'schemata", depends very much on the part-
icular situation, what they hope to achieve, and
what will work, This requires notnly an apprecia-
tion of the ihternal dynamics of their schools as
organizations, but also an acquaintance with the
research literature, if not in detail, at least In a
general way.'Above all what is required is a sen-
sitivity to the need for frequent first-hand obser-
Vahan of teachers in action (Smyth, 1980c). Cou-
pled with this is the facility to collect accurate
and meaningfol data in classrooms to provide infor-
mative and non - judgemental feedback to teachers
on their teaching processes (MacKay & Osoba,i1978). Gaining access to lassrooms and deter-
mining what and how to ob rve, are matters that
require careful negotiation between principal and
teacher. If approached In the 'correct fashion the
prese'nce of. another adult in the classroom, far

from being 'a threatening or dehumanizing exper-
ience, can be an uplifting anq rewarding experience
for both observer and observed when undertaken in
a collegial, supportive and non-evaluritive manner,

Given the obvious alficalties associated with
teachers acquiring usable information about edu-
cational practices from printed media alone, and
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the equally dffIcult task of transferring- infor-
mation preotented at 16-service' seminars and
workshops back into classrooms (Freiberg, Towns
Send, Buckley & Bemernan, 1980), collaborative
encounters between professional colleagues about
actual classroom situations, hold the greatest
promise. This job-embedded approach to profess-
ional development involving the people' most in-
tipately affected by -it, provides both a means for

..questioning

enthusiasm, while also enabling the
c_questioning and clarification of actual teaching

practices. Associated with this will be a change Of
role for the outside researcher. As Hughes (1980)
argues the function of the gutside researcher under
these circumstances becomes not one of providing
"the answers", but rather one bf raising questions
and suggesting ways teachers and principals
might experiment and monitor alternative courses
of Action given the tine and resources likely to be
available.

CONCLUSION

The question of hqw to effeAively- use research on
teaching is still an unanswered question after near-
ly three quarters of a century of research. Of one
thing we can be fairly certain' The idea of rese-
arch being undertaken-by outsiders and the findings
"applied" to classrooms is far too simplistic an
Interpretation, Among other things it falls to recog-
nize the way teachers acquire irfformation.. or the
realities of the classroom settings 'in which imple-
mentatidlikis to occur. Alnore plausible scenario is
one in which researchers, teachers and principdls
work collaboratively in classrooms. isolating
questions worth exploring, collecting objective
data that accurately reflects classroomoccurrences,
and analysing that data with a view to reaching in-
formed decisions on whether. or not to change.
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